RIDGE RUNNER

incline trainer
KEY FEATURES

QuickSet Display
(ANT+ HR, Apple GymKit, Polar Skihz GymLink)

ProSmart Display
(Wired and Wireless Ethernet, Apple GymKit, Polar Skihz GymLink and Bluetooth® wireless technology)

*App connectivity is based on the app developer supporting Woodway products and cannot be guaranteed

INCLINE TRAINING

Woodway took our flagship 4Front platform and added -5 to 35% incline due to repeated customer requests.

Elevate HR quickly induce high-intensity workouts by kicking-up the incline.

Dynamic and Resistance Modes add another level of intensity with up-hill sled pushes, extreme retro-walking, and the option of 0-60 lbs. of added resistance.

CONSOLE OPTIONS

This unit is equipped with a modified version of our QuickSet console. Set your incline with the push of one button and elevate at the fastest speeds in the industry.

The ProSmart touch-screen console provides additional functionality such as programs, workout tracking, app connectivity and entertainment.

SLAT BELT

The original patented Woodway slat-belt remains best-in-class. Our belt is clinically proven to reduce shock and increase comfort. The rubber slat surface is also the quietest and most energy efficient in the industry. We optimize our products so you can optimize your workouts.

Contact us at 800-WOODWAY to speak to a team member for additional information.

All specifications contained herein is based on info at time of publication and subject to change.